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Several of our clients have had the website everyonesinvited.uk drawn to their attention. 
Everyone’s Invited describes itself as a movement committed to exposing rape culture, and 
the website invites and shares testimonies of survivors of rape, sexual abuse, sexual 
violence, and sexual harassment in educational settings – primarily but not exclusively in 
schools. It includes resources such as template letters to schools, information about consent, 
a guide to what is meant by rape culture and various helpful contact details for organisations 
whose aim is to provide support and guidance for those affected by sexual violence of any 
kind.   

Some but not all survivor testimonies name either the school / university attended by the 
survivor and / or attended by the perpetrator. This raises the immediate safeguarding priority 
for clients whose organisation is named to check whether the testimony amounts to a fresh, 
referrable, disclosure. Obviously, any referrals in these circumstances would be to Children’s 
Services (MASH etc) and, where there is an allegation relating to an adult working with 
children, to the LADO. Although all of the testimonies are anonymous, we believe it is still 
worth referring them to statutory agencies – it is possible that they have other information with 
which to triangulate or alternatively they may wish to discuss more general organisational-
wide safeguarding issues.   

Charitable schools or other organisations may want to consider whether to make a serious 
incident report to the Charity Commission. As a general rule, we think this will be advisable (it 
may depend on the nature of the testimony) because (a) the testimony is an indication that 
beneficiaries have suffered abuse in the course of their contact with the charity and (b) 
publication on the website creates reputational risk for the charity.   

It may well be that this movement will grow (as have similar initiatives in the US) and that 
testimonies will be added to. So, schools should remain alert to the possibility of safeguarding 
disclosures being posted anonymously on it.   

More generally, Everyone’s Invited raises issues which we have been flagging with our clients 
for some time – namely the importance of addressing peer on peer abuse through educational 
provision, policies and procedures, responses to disclosures and support to victims and 
survivors. Our extensive guidance can be found in our Peer on Peer Abuse Toolkit which is 
also referenced by the DfE in its guidance Sexual violence and sexual harassment between 
children in schools and colleges. The original DfE guidance (on which the DfE sought input 
from Farrers Safeguarding Unit) was published in May 2018 and is currently out for 
consultation pending revision. In a similar vein our Peer on Peer Abuse Toolkit is currently 
being updated in a number of helpful ways, as well as to reflect any revisions finally 
determined by the DfE for its own guidance. Both we and the DfE intend to publish our 
respective guidance later in the year.   

In summary, this latest development is unlikely to come as a surprise to many of our clients – 
we all know that the underlying issues around consent, rape, sexual violence and harassment 
between peers are very much real and of serious concern. Equally, recent experience across 
different young person’s settings shows that their use of social media as a means of shifting 
opinions and culture is both effective and here to stay. Engagement with the issue of peer on 
peer abuse is the best way forward together with vigilance and effective responses to 
individual cases. 
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